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Like her previous volumes on the subject, American 
Windsor Chairs and American Windsor Furniture: Specialized 
Forms, Nancy Goyne Evans’ third book on American 
Windsor chairs contains an amazing wealth of detail, this 
time on the manufacture and use of these iconic chairs. She 
uses a tremendous amount of period references, court 
records, craftsmen’s daybooks and journals, advertisements, 
and so on. Numerous engravings and other artwork show 
the chairs in use.

The first section is entitled Craft of the Chairmaker and is 
divided into three chapters discussing the workmen, their 
shop (Facilities, Equipment & Materials) and lastly 
Construction & Design. Included here are discussions about 
tools, the set-up of shops, timber use and more. Photographs 
of construction methods and disassembled components 
highlight this section. There is also a good deal of 
information on the nomenclature of painted finishes (‘straw
color’ chairs, for instance) and provides detailed period 
descriptions of paint recipes and grinding techniques.

The second section is titled Merchandising & 
Consumerism: Marketing & Markets and is just that - 
detailed instances of how and where American Windsors 
were sold. Students of commerce and mercantilism can 
glean a wealth of information here. The author chronicles 
the earliest record found citing the shipping of disassembled 
Windsor chairs, on board the sailing vessel Industry from 
Philadelphia to Barbados in 1767. On board were 24 ‘Chair 
Bottoms’ and ‘Two Barrels chair Work'. Furthermore, a 
letter dated in the 1780s concerning shipping between 
Philadelphia and Savannah, Georgia, admonishes its reader 
to ‘have Windsor chairs set up then knock’d down again 
having every piece particularly marked...’ and ‘be sure and 
take a workman along with you to [put] the Chairs together 
for there are no Macanicks here.’

The final section is dedicated to the Role of Windsor 
Seating in American Life and illuminates all manner of use 
of these chairs, from domestic interiors to steamboats, 
hotels, schools and other institutional settings.

The amount of material Ms. Evans has read is impressive to 
say the least. Her study for this book encompasses the time 
frame of about 1740-1860, the geography from New England 
southwards to South Carolina, and west to Ohio and beyond - 
a tremendous area. As an illustration, the select bibliography 
cites public depositories of records that Ms. Evans consulted 
from 20 different states, plus Washington, D C.

This book will take its place beside the others in the 
series, and will stand to further all scholarship on American 
chair-making in the 18th and 19th centuries.
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